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    What if animal shelters stopped taking in feral cats? What if, instead of feral
cats being euthanized in shelters, these cats are trapped, neutered and returned
to their habitats?  Trap, neuter and return (TNR) is not only a humane solution for
the feral cat population, it saves lives and money.

    Rich Avanzino of Maddie’s Fund urges a paradigm shift in his recent editorial
“Expanding Lifesaving Despite Slashed Budgets“ (maddiesfund.org).  A key
element of this shift is no longer allowing the public to drop feral cats at shelters.
This would help alter peoples’ misconception that these cats are adopted.  Only
2% of shelter cats in California are reclaimed by owners and just 30% are adopted,
but these figures apply to stray cats, not ferals.

     An adult feral cat is not an adoptable cat. They avoid human contact and have
never experienced human companionship. Feral cats at shelters are housed –
unhappily — and eventually euthanized. Housing these unadoptable cats and
killing them drains resources that could be better spent on stray, adoptable animals.

TNR is the best humane option for cats and is the least wasteful of existing
limited resources. ICRA continues to work to educate the public on TNR and to
help people in communities take charge of feral cat populations they want to get
under control.  We will see a reduction in the number of feral kittens and unadoptable
cats as more people understand and undertake TNR.

    On a limited basis, ICRA fosters very young feral kittens. With the right mix of
attention and patience, we successfully socialize them for adoption. If we trap a
feral cat that cannot be returned to its colony with a caretaker for health or safety
reasons -- as returning them to their original location is highly preferable -- we will
foster the cat until he or she can be placed through our “Garden Cat” program.

    Join ICRA in supporting a paradigm shift that will help all cats benefit in a face
of increasingly limited resources. As the editorial states so well, “In this time of
economic crisis, we have to narrowly focus our scarce resources on saving lives.”
Please help fund ICRA’s volunteer efforts to trap, neuter and return without taking
up shelter space and resources.  Educate friends and coworkers on the value of
TNR. It is a humane solution to a difficult problem that makes economic sense.
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From life on the streets to a 3-story, custom
garden condo, this colorful and cozy trio has
it made in the shade. From top to bottom,
Scribbles, Mama and Vinyl don’t seem to
mind the intrusion on their nap. Guardians:
Gretchen W. & Peter A., Oakland.

These two lovely ladies, Lucy (left) and Ethyl,
enjoy a little daytime nosh together on their
deck.  Absolutely no ‘splainin to do here. They
are so lucky to have a safe place to call
home. Guardians: Lauren & Kathryn B.,
Pinole.

Mama, like most garden kitties, straddles
the two worlds between being feral and
being a typical house cat.  The trust she
has for her caretaker makes her happy to
call this deck area home. Guardian: Cindy
N., Alameda.

A very versatile and curious girl, Queen
Quinn quickly proved to her new person that
she knows how to bring the outdoors in
when the spirit moves her.  Of course, we’ll
have to hire a legal team now to confirm that
seeking out nature-inspired artwork as a
backdrop still qualifies Quinn as an ICRA
‘garden’ cat. Guardian: Ruth S., Berkeley.

    Do you have a protected garden or yard area that could provide    Do you have a protected garden or yard area that could provide    Do you have a protected garden or yard area that could provide    Do you have a protected garden or yard area that could provide    Do you have a protected garden or yard area that could provide
a safe home for a cat (or two) a safe home for a cat (or two) a safe home for a cat (or two) a safe home for a cat (or two) a safe home for a cat (or two) who, despite our best efforts, just aren’t
comfortable enough with people to become indoor house cats?  If so, we would
love to match you up with one of them!  These cats are not wild or agressive --
just extremely shy.  And all they need from you is a safe outdoor space with
places to hide, a shelter from the elements with bedding, daily food and water,
and to be loved and treated like typical household pets who are will be forever
members of your family.  With minimal effort, you can make a huge difference in
a garden cat’s life...and gain inifinite satisfaction from knowing what a special
thing you have done for a beautiful animal in need.
    Please contact us for information on becoming a garden cat guardian.  Visit
our website at www.icraeastbay.org/garden cats.phpwww.icraeastbay.org/garden cats.phpwww.icraeastbay.org/garden cats.phpwww.icraeastbay.org/garden cats.phpwww.icraeastbay.org/garden cats.php for available kitties.

Garden CatGarden CatGarden CatGarden CatGarden Cat MusingsMusingsMusingsMusingsMusings

* Appointment required
* Call at (510) 639-7387

QUICK REFERENCE for LOCAL SPAY/NEUTER PROGRAMS
East Bay SPCA
Free Feral Program
http://eastbayspca.org/resources/
theferalfix.cfm

* Call (510) 563-4635 or e-mail
  feralfix@eastbayspca.org
* Cats must be in humane traps
* Right ear will be notched

East Bay SPCA
Low Cost Spay/Neuter

Island Cat Resources & Adoption
Low Cost Spay/Neuter

* Call ICRA at (510) 869-2584 or e-mail
   info@icraeastbay.org

Fix Our Ferals
Low Cost Feral Cat Spay/Neuter

* Go to www.fixourferals.org for new
spay/neuter clinic details
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Visit us Online
www.icraeastbay.org

Web Administrators
Rena Fourkas and Heather Hanly

Visit our Adoption Sites
Petco/Alameda South Shore Center
Saturdays (except holidays)
Noon-5pm (July 1- October 30)
Noon-4pm (November 1 - June 30)

First Saturday of the month at Petfood
Express on Blanding Way, Alameda from
Noon-3pm.

For more information e-mail ICRA at
info@icraeastbay.org or call
(510) 869-2584.

Our Mission: We are dedicated to reducing
the suffering of abandoned and feral (wild) cats
and to empowering the local community to aid
them in their plight. We provide low-cost spay/
neuter, vaccines, and medical treatment to all
of our cats, and resources for people willing
and able to help themselves. We provide foster
care for tame or socialized cats until they can
be placed into quality, permanent homes
through our adoption program. We return feral
or unsocialized cats back to their colonies if in
a safe, managed environment. We strive to
educate the public about responsible treatment
of animals and the need for spay/neuter to
reduce the number of unwanted kittens.

Island Cat Resources and Adoption
P.O Box 1093

Alameda, CA 94501
Tel: (510) 869-2584

Island Cat Resources and Adoption (ICRA)
is a 501(c)3 all volunteer non-profit
humane organization. ICRA’s federal Tax
Exempt number is 94-3225519.  All
contributions, donations, and gifts are tax-
deductible. ICRA does not sell, share, or
rent names, addresses, or mailing lists
to any other organizations or affiliates.

Layout Editor - Mary Sper

President
Merry Bates
Secretary
Mary Sper
Treasurer
Rachna Rajan

Vice President
Gail Churchill
Directors-At-Large
Heather Hanly
Gretchen Whittier
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We Finally Did It!
2012 Champagne Silent Auction a Purrfect Success
    ICRA raised the roof and finally broke the $20K ceiling at our annual Champagne
Silent Auction on May 5th in Alameda. We’ve edged ever so close for so long, but
2012 proved to be our year!  We never could have reached this milestone without
all of the individual and community support that has kept us going strong – financially
and emotionally — over the years, even through difficult economic times. All of
you RESCUE US year after year, and for that we are eternally grateful.
    As always, over 97% of the money raised will go directly toward helping people
give a voice to homeless and cats and kittens in need. To put this event in
perspective, $20,400 will go a long way in helping us facilitate spay-neuter
and medical care for over 400 community cats this year alone.
    We thank our volunteers who put in
so many hours soliciting bid items
throughout the year, preparing food,
decorating, and working the event.  It is
amazing how much a few people can do
when the cause is dear to their hearts!
    We are indebted to the Alameda Elks
Lodge - especially Bill Lawrence and
Patty McCall for their time, help, and
support. They made this night happen.
    We extend very special thanks to Mark
Peters for entertaining us for the first time
this year with his wonderful vocals and acting as our Master of Ceremonies.  Mark
flew in from Seattle for the event, graciously donating his time and talent.
    Last but certainly not least, we wish to thank the following businesses and
individual donors who contributed over 200 bid items this year.

Alameda Bicycle * Alameda Theater * Amber Thomas * Angie Pena *
The Animal Nanny * Ann Lauber * Annette Wilson * Aquarium of the Bay SF *Asena
Restuarant  * Barbara Krauss * Barbara & Ted Strand * Beau Facial & Massage *
Beth Summers * Bruce & Jean Elerick * *California Canoe and Kayak  * California
Shakespeare Theater * Celeste Hutchinson * Chuck Corica Golf Complex * Citizen
Canine * Coco 500 Restaurant, SF * C. Pilione * Chris Lao-Scott * Chris Shaheen *

Creative Framing  * Curves of Alameda * Deana Lorman * Deanna Morris *
DeAnne Jarvis * Debbie & Gary Damele * Debbie Phelps * Debbie Sharp *

Denise Cahalan * Diane McCann * Dog Bone Alley  * Dragon Rouge Restaurant *
E.J. * Ellen Lynch  * Ellen McGinn * Erin Garcia * Extreme Body Fitness, Shawn

O’Connell * Frances Sharp * Gail Churchill * Gold Coast Grill * Grand Lake Theater
* Gretchen Whittier & Peter Andrea * The Hair Studio Alameda * Harrah’s Lake

Tahoe * Harvey’s Lake Tahoe * Heather Hanly & Dan Purcell * Infineon Raceway *
Irene Nexica * Island City Cafe  *J. Lopez * J. Sahadi Jewelers * Jamie Reilly* Joan
Turmaine * Jody McKevitt * Karalyn Buchner & Aaron Morris * Kate Sullivan * Katie
Jones * Kirkwood Ski Resort  * Kristen DeLauer * Lauren’s Closet * Laurie Lair *

Leslie Cobb * Linguini’s Restaurant  * Liz Haage * Lois Cantor Lori Jeffcoat * Lynna
Wong * Marilyn Dickerson * Mark Peters * Marti’s Place * Mary Abbott * Monterey Bay
Wines * Mr. & Mrs. Greczmiel * MyJewelrySource.com * Nannette Reilly * Nel O’Neil *

Nicole Ferrera * Nob Hill Foods * Oakland Athletics * Oakland Raiders * Oakland
Zoo * One Market Restaurant, SF * Park Centre Veterinary Hospital * Pasta Pelican *
Pat McCall * Pat Still * Patricia Hinz * Peet’s Coffee * Peg Janosch * Peggy Harding *

Pet Food Express * Piedmont Grocery * Pillow Park Plaza * ProAction Athletics *
Regal Wines * Rialto Elmwood Theater * Rock Wall Winery * Rosemary McShane *
Rumbo Al Sur Restaurant * Ruth Silverman * Ryan Braby * Safeway * Sandy Sher *
See Spot Run * Selda Heavner * Skin Care by Lucy * Sophie Mirviss * Stacy Barr *

Starbucks * ‘Tao’ Cat Grooming * Trader Joe’s * Urban Island Furnishings * Virginia
Cafaro * Velia Peters * Veronica Vodopich * Vino * Watch Hospital * Willie Morales *

Zatis Restaurant

Help us REPEAT in 2013!!  Watch for our mailing and web updates!

Mmmmmm!!  Some of the yummy assortment
of homemade ‘human kibble’ enjoyed by all!

Thank You!!!  -- Thank You!!!  -- Thank You!!!  -- Thank You!!!  -- Thank You!!!  -- The Kitties of ICRA..Past, Present &FutureThe Kitties of ICRA..Past, Present &FutureThe Kitties of ICRA..Past, Present &FutureThe Kitties of ICRA..Past, Present &FutureThe Kitties of ICRA..Past, Present &Future

    Donations In Honor Of...    Donations In Honor Of...    Donations In Honor Of...    Donations In Honor Of...    Donations In Honor Of...
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    Donations Dedicated To...    Donations Dedicated To...    Donations Dedicated To...    Donations Dedicated To...    Donations Dedicated To...
The efforts of Arlene Southern from Renee’s Garden, LLC
Beth Summers from Kim Cole
Betty Grice from Sue Manipis
Bodhi from Kathleen Rolinson
Bonnie Riley from Wendi Borges
Bonnie Riley from Judith Fox
Bonnie Riley from Wendy Rudd
Bonnie Riley from Leonard A. Cisternino
Bonnie J. Riley Laura Hugel
Bonnie Riley from Ruth Russell
Bonnie Riley from Diane Thomas
Bonnie Riley from Jennifer Pilkenroth
A beloved pet, Chloe, from Anthony Sauler
Darryl Zeller from Jody McKevitt
Our ICRA Fosters: Ella, Oliver, Tucker, Beazuz, Emma Minou
and Paddle from Ariana Mohit
Foot-Foot from Debra Naeve
Heather Hanly’s Birthday from Donna Hanly
Landon, my beloved cat, love of my life, and Dylan – gentle
sweet giant from Patricia Santos
Lily and Clint, ICRA Garden Kitties of Pt. Richmond, from M
Kathleen Condron
Mark Cray from Anonymous
Marlowe (formerly Kuma) from Christina Kotowski
Sarah Vetters from Catherine Vetters
Sundance Kitty (Sunny) and Butch Catsidy (Bubu) from Adele
Louis Bertaud
Terri Hayes from Andrew Booty
The cat(s) most needy from Sandra Ramois

Elton from Randy Armstrong & Catherine Green
Natasha from Amanda & Anthony Gregg
Ethel from Michael Wright
Louie and Leslie Hernandez from Bob & Susan Jarvela
Onyx and Sunshine’s 13th Birthday from Hima & Ken
Chaudhary
Heather Hanly from George & Loyce Robinson
Heather Hanly and Dan Purcell from Sallee Purcell & John
Murray
Heather Hanly from Lisa Hanly
Our girl Shiso and for all ICRA does! From Sandy Wada

“This evening Teddy and I
said a final good night to
our beloved Beau.  He
was without a doubt the
most special friend, and
we consider ourselves so
blessed to have had the
opportunity for him to be
in our lives. His little heart
finally gave up. It all
happened so suddenly.
I’m going to miss him so

much. Teddy and I often reminisce the day we met you and
first saw  Beau. Thank you for helping him enrich our lives for
the past two years.”

Beau was adopted as a senior cat with special needs in
February 2009 by Kai B. & Teddy T.

In Loving Memory of BeauIn Loving Memory of BeauIn Loving Memory of BeauIn Loving Memory of BeauIn Loving Memory of Beau

In Loving Memory of BeauIn Loving Memory of BeauIn Loving Memory of BeauIn Loving Memory of BeauIn Loving Memory of Beau

In Loving Memory of ShisoIn Loving Memory of ShisoIn Loving Memory of ShisoIn Loving Memory of ShisoIn Loving Memory of Shiso

Celebrating  Neo’s LifeCelebrating  Neo’s LifeCelebrating  Neo’s LifeCelebrating  Neo’s LifeCelebrating  Neo’s Life

“Until one has loved an
animal, a part of

one’s soul remains
unawakened.”
-  Anatole France

Shiso’s family adopted two
more ICRA kitties this year
to keep their remaining
senior ICRA alum, formerly
‘Pip,’ company.

This stunning kitty (f. Molly) was adopted by
Sandy W. & Ken R. in 1999 at 10 weeks of age.

This sweet little girl lost
her battle with cancer,
leaving a huge void in the
heart of her family’s home.
But we know her spirit
lives on in the kittenish
exuberance of two new
black/black & white ICRA
additions, Pismo and Jo,
who are rocking the world
of Neo’s old buddy Colton.

Neo (f. Stella) was adopted in August 2004 by Mary & Jeff B.

“... [A]n older cat or dog,
like an older human being,
is worthy of being loved.
An older animal adopted
and taken into a good
home brings a different
kind of gift to the person
who adopts them -  a gift
that comes with maturity
from having lived a good
part of life already, and an
appreciation for what life is
all about - giving and
receiving love. I guess
that’s why I didn’t think twice about inquiring after, and
ultimately adopting Beau.”

Beau, pictured with his person and dog buddy Pebbles, was
adopted in June 2011 at the age of eight by John T.
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   We lost a long-standing volunteer with the passing of Chris
Flaningam on April 1, 2012.  For many years, Chris was a
valued member in the animal welfare community. She was a
force behind the scenes getting work done, preferring not to be
recognized publicly. She served on the board at Hopalong
Animal Rescue and the Friends of the Alameda Animal Shelter
(FAAS), helping the latter obtain their non-profit status which
helped lead the way for the FAAS to successfully privatize the
Alameda Animal Shelter in 2011. In addition and often working
concurrently with several organizations, Chris volunteered many
hours of service fostering and
caring for cats with Hopalong,
Oakland Animal Services, Tony
LaRusso’s Animal Rescue
Fund (ARF) and the Alameda
Animal Shelter. While fostering
for one or more other groups,
Chris was also volunteering
quietly but productively behind
the scenes with ICRA as our
primary grant writer.  Chris
qualified ICRA for more than
$30,000 in grant funding over the years. Spay and neuter was
an important program near and dear to Chris’ heart, and she
was always willing to brainstorm creative ideas for building and
implementing programs that would accomplish more spay and
neuter for community cats.  We will miss her very much both
as a friend and a dedicated volunteer.
    To celebrate her life and to carry forward her legacy for many
more animals in need, we have set up the Chris Flaningam
Fund dedicated to paying for spay and neuter surgeries for
community cats.

Donations continue next page

Community Action:
Where Your Money and Our Passion Goes

In Loving MemoryIn Loving MemoryIn Loving MemoryIn Loving MemoryIn Loving Memory
Chris FlaningamChris FlaningamChris FlaningamChris FlaningamChris Flaningam

Dear I.C.R.A:
    Please accept this donation to assist your agency to save/help other kitties in the community. We thank you all – with a special,
special thanks to Gail Churchill, who provided such sensitive, and caring assistance, in gathering/trapping our feral backyard brood
together, and providing much needed services (information, support, trapping, spay/neuter surgeries, vaccinations, and follow-up
care) that now has enabled us to keep providing these young kitties with an ongoing safe place to live (in our backyard), without
them being able to produce additional offspring.
    While we lost the “mamma cat” in this process due to [untreatable] health issues, the three (approximately 6 month olds) will have
a better life in our little yard, as we can continue to provide them food, care, and playful activities, and shelter from the elements.
    We now know our 3 young ones are 2 males, and 1 female: “MooMooMooMooMoo”, our largest beautiful male; “SamSamSamSamSam” (now Samantha), a large
female; and, “PingPingPingPingPing”, a male tiger striped — the smallest of the litter but quite a tough little trooper who is the first to chase away
bigger kitties who come around.
    While we were not in the market for additional family pets (we have a 15 year old inside kitty, Mr. B., and my young guide dog,
Kelso), we could not even think of calling the animal shelter because we were afraid that the kitties would surely be put to sleep.
    With the help of your organization, and a caring representative, we now know that these kitties have a chance for a fulfilling life
with enough to eat, a warm place to sleep (out of the elements, under our patio table, with thick bedding) and their siblings for
company.
    They are feeling comfortable enough to come into the kitchen in the evenings, to chase strings/toys held by our daughter, and
hide under the chairs to have some play time. However, because of their age, we understand that they may never feel comfortable
enough to be held, to enable them to be adopted out.
    Thank you so very much. We hope that this donation can assist in helping other cats and kittens to live better lives.

        Sincerely,
Brian, Debby & Amelia L.

Hello! 
I do hope I’ve thanked you all enough! There is one kitten left
after the distemper, but there would be none without you, and
definitely a lot more pain. It’s been a long horrible
heartbreaking month, but the happy bits have been Merry and
Martha coming to save the day. They should have capes and
utility belts! Thank you too Gretchen. I know I’m verbose and
just plain weird, but the kittens shouldn’t have to pay for their
poor choice in caretakers. I will do my best to keep my old lady
FFFFFreyareyareyareyareya, my hearty young
man RRRRRockyockyockyockyocky, and all the
outdoor cats like his mama
CharlieCharlieCharlieCharlieCharlie, uncle BagheeraBagheeraBagheeraBagheeraBagheera,
and Ghost Face,Ghost Face,Ghost Face,Ghost Face,Ghost Face, SirSirSirSirSir
LicksALLicksALLicksALLicksALLicksALototototot, LLLLLostyostyostyostyosty, and the
multiple other wanderers
who’ve figured out I’m a
sucker— happy, healthy,
and not multiplying. I’ll keep
badgering online people to
love ICRA and Fix our
Ferals, and if ever I end up
rich and famous you’re all getting everything I can spare. You
have our love and gratitude. I hope the kitties will be around at
least 20 years thanks to the astounding compassion of your
organization. You are all beautiful.  Happy Holidaze!  - Mercy
(West Oakland)

We don’t like to think what Rocky’s
life would have been like if one
person hadn’t stepped forward and
contacted us to help.
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    Donations In Honor Of...    Donations In Honor Of...    Donations In Honor Of...    Donations In Honor Of...    Donations In Honor Of...

Basil Crosby from Debbie Sharp
John Traglia’s beloved Beau from Gail, Jody and all of us at
ICRA
Bill Post from Gail Churchill
Bill Post, a true cat lover who adopted from and was a strong
ICRA supporter, from Sandy Sher Bingo from Andrew & Sally
Lorenz
Ms. Bonnie from Maryellen Crispi
Boo from Beverly Zia
Brutis and Grey Boy from Lorna Steele
Buddyboy from Jacqueline Bruhn
Bufana, Tia, Bella, Big Tom and Feisty Girl from Michael
Barrick
Button from Gina Mathewson
Gina Matthewson’s Button from Gail & Natasha
Chewy from Laura Latt
Chris Flaningam from Peg Baldwin
Chris Flaningam from Merry Bates
Chris Flaningam from Jim & Barbara Boma
Chris Flaningam from Peggy Harding
Christina Steichen from Ann O. Wendroff
Cleveland and Calico from Ria Di Costanzo
Clinton Arndt from May Arndt
Cocco from Helga Houston
Columbo from Patricia Kubo
Comet from Christine Shaheen
Cookie - my girl cat - from Valda Bindi
Dusty from Barbara Newell & Richard Chapman
Merry Thomas’ Elroy from Gail
Estelle Blair from Debbie Sharp
Leslie Cobb’s Fiona from all of us at ICRA
Gaby and Greta, my dogs who loved my cats, from Peg
Baldwin
Guy from Ginger & Dan Roberts
Hortense Barnhill, our special Tortie, from William & Diane
White
Peter & Gretchen’s Huck, an amazingly awesome cat who
will be greatly missed, from Peggy Harding
My departed boy, Hugo, from Rita Hurault & David Gaus
Isabella from John & Nancy Rice
Jane, Nathan, and Joey from Mev Hoberg
JellyRoll Morton, Minet Meow Meow and Charlie Chaplin
from Adele Louis Bertaud
Kami – passed @ age 18 years – Wonderful cat! from Yvette
Laflamme
Kramer from Pamela Bendich
Mattie (adopted in 1999, passed in 2008) from Michael & Jeff
Neesen
Mia from Debra Seglund
Midnight Louie and Autumn from Lark & Jon Lee McMullin-
Ramirez
Mocha McIntyre from Debbie Sharp
Louis and Blaze’s sister Molly from Rena Fourkas
My Mother from Jane Margold
Nemo and Sammy from Karin Seritis
Neo, an ICRA alumna, from Mary Berman
My Nora from Merry Bates
Merry’s Nora from Gail
Nora Bates from Mary Sper
Nora “Miss Personality Bates” from Kristen DeLauer
Merry’s wonderful cat, Nora, from Peggy Harding
Opie from Joanne Chen
Orange from Pat A. Mosley

Parker from Barbara Krauss
Paula Henning from Yvonne Temple & Family
Peanut from Christopher & Diane Penn
Dave and Peggy’s Phantom from Gail & Natasha
Martin Snapp’s much loved Phoebe from Gail and everyone at
ICRA
Merry’s little Pia from Peggy Harding
Sandy Sher’s Pima from Gail Churchill
Princess from Lois Leverone
Reggie Milioto from Debbie Sharp
Merry’s long-time feline companions Sakura, Jazzmin and
Confetti from Peggy Harding
Scarlette from Johnson & Rita Wang
Schubert Jones from Debbie Sharp
Tasso and Serena from Candace Mathewson
Three treasured cats: Bobbie, Silky, and Peanut from Pam
Seegal
Tillie Bones from Robert & Linda Smith
Tootsie, Ginger, and Casey from Mary Dynan
Tubby from Les & Yvonne Temple
The Temple Family’s very special Tubby from Gail
Verna L. Humphrey from April Bates
My Aunt Verna from Merry Bates
Our sweet little Winston. We will never forget you. From Laurel
& Jonathan Wong
Mrs. Yoke Moy Toy-Fong from The Family of Scarlett Ho
Zazu from Tai Moses

Jane Ellen Long and Julie Linford from Michael Barrick
Sarah from Mev Hoberg
Everyone whose hard work keeps ICRA flourishing. You inspire
me! From Tracey Rhys
Alfred and Juanita Andrea from Peter Andrea
Dupree from Ruthann Cohn
ICRA Volunteers from Julia Illescas
Puffy from David Winckoski
Keri Spaulding from Marisa McDonald
Chin, Jerome and Chloe’s Seymour.  A great cat! From Ann
Bracci & Allan Massingill
Valdez from Glenda Lewis
Bohdi from Kathleen Rolinson
Sierra Ezrre from Cindy Christopherson
Butterscotch and Calico from Elizabeth Kocabiyik
Alexandra Barnhill from Gwen & Charles Barnhill
Katie from Audrey Atkins
Slick and Giti from Anne Van Nes
Billie and Emma (f. Amelia & Annabelle) from Tibby Storey & Sue
Wilsen
Diana Orlandi-Wong from Virginia Vida
Margitta Gardner and Diane McCann from Joan Dark
Marisa Mentch from Judy Calder
My former foster mother, Christina Chan, from Gia & Chris
Shaheen
Beth Summers from Sue Morgan & Don Braden
Maverich, Monkey, Clayton and Goose from Chan & Rosa Won
Our new Baby Emma (not a Furbaby) from Clayton Chan & Rosa
Won and her big sisters Maverich and Monkey and her big
brother Goose
Hennessey and Pyewacket (alias Chablis) – my little friends
forever – from Carolyn Moore
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 ALUMNI Mews
Here are just a fraction of the fantastic updates received since our last newsletter. Please keep them coming - we always ensure
that our foster homes are kept abreast of how their former charges are doing. Your little ICRA Catalyst stars will be worked into
the newsletters as space allows.  We reserve the right to use your photos and comments to update the community on our work.

“Just wanted to let you know that Kiri is doing
great! She is such a sweet girl...We have recently
relocated to Oceanside and she is enjoying the
warmer climate and spending time napping in
sun patches and looking out the window. She
also likes to “help” while my husband or I are on
the computer. Thank you for rescuing her and
keeping her safe for us to adopt.” Adopted
November 2007 by Maria S., Oceanside.

Marlowe (f. Kuma) “...is happily surveyng his
domain from the kitchen counter he is not
supposed to be on.”  [Say WHAT, mom?
Apparently I have much to teach the human]
“Marlowe is fearless, a great athlete, and
insatiably curious. He loves to wrestle with his
cat big sister Pippa and muscle in on the dog
Zoe’s food dish. He is an endless source of
comedy and a great addition to the household.”
Adopted November 2011 by Christy K., Alameda.

Sparta engages his guardian in a new game
called “Places You’ll Never Find a Dog.” Are
cats amazingly creative or what? Adopted
December 2009 by Karin S., Oakland.

More ALUMNI  ALUMNI  ALUMNI  ALUMNI  ALUMNI Mews Mews Mews Mews Mews next page

Rescue Kitties:
Patience is More than a Virtue...It’s a Necessity

    We’ve all heard that “Patience is a virtue.”  ICRA volunteers know that with rescue
kitties it’s a necessity. The more patience we have with them, the stronger their
recovery and the more bountiful the lives they have (and us with them).
    Take “Daisy” (now Haven), for example.  This once hissing, unpredictable beauty
has turned into a boon companion, all due to the patience of her foster family and
her adopter, Geoff.
    Haven was still a very young cat when she was trapped near International Boulevard
in Oakland... a beautiful lynx point Siamese mix with large clear blue eyes, not even
a year old.  She wasn’t feral, but she had was terribly shy and given to unpredictable
hissing and lashing out with a (closed) paw. Months on the street had taught her this
would keep people and other animals away.
    Thankfully, her foster mom saw this and felt sure the hissing and swiping was not
real aggression but the moves of a loving kitty desperate for safety. For six plus
weeks, several times a day, she sat on a footstool in front of the open closet shelf
which Haven decided to make her home, talking gently to and stroking her cheek.
She retreated when the hiss or swipe came, but returned later for another round.
Haven gradually ventured forth from her cupboard, hissed and swiped less and less,
and began purring and showing other signs she enjoyed being petted.
    Despite this progress and her beauty, Haven was difficult to place.  When anyone
came to the front door, she would bolt back into the closet. The first time someone
came to meet her, she managed to squeeze under a bookcase to avoid being seen.
The second time, her foster mom caged her so the prospective adopter could at
least get a look at her, but she froze completely, giving no sign she was even alive.
    Then Geoff came into Haven’s life. He’d seen
her on our website and fallen for her beauty.
He visited and sat quietly beside her cage,
talking to her and stroking her cheek. Hearing
about her idiosyncrasies, he seemed to relish
the idea of helping her shed defensiveness and
accepted that the key would be patience.
    His apartment was a series of open rooms,
so we advised Geoff to keep Haven in his
bathroom — for four weeks!  Willing but worried
it would be unkind to keep her in such a small
space, we assured Geoff that just the opposite
was true: it would help Haven feel secure while
she learned the sounds and scents of his home
and realized that he was her new protector.
    In the bathroom, Haven again found a closet
shelf to perch upon. Following her lead, Geoff moved her bedding there. He visited
frequently for short periods, talking softly and petting her gently. When she first
hissed and swiped at him, he was dismayed but understanding and then retreated.
To increase his time with her, Geoff even moved his meditation practice into the
bathroom. Gradually this paid off: Haven began coming down from her shelf
occasionally, hissing less, and letting Geoff pick her up and hold her briefly.
    When the four weeks were up, Geoff left the bathroom door open but Haven didn’t
budge. On the second day, at some point, Geoff found she was no longer in the
bathroom and did not see her anywhere. Panic ensued until Haven turned up back
on her shelf later in the day. By the third day, Haven was walking around the entire
apartment. By the end of the week, she was jumping on Geoff’s bed and cuddling
with him. A month or so later she was waking him each morning to ask for breakfast
and meowed happily when he returned home. Two of her favorite spots are his desk
chair and, when he’s in that chair working, his lap.
    It’s hard to know who is the luckier party in this relationship — Geoff or Haven.
What is clear is that without Geoff’s patience, it would never have blossomed as it
has. Patience like that is, indeed, a virtue!

Shy cats like Haven can and do put foster
homes and adopters through their paces,
but the payoff in companionship is well
worth the effort.

In Tabitha’s mind,the
smartest move her new
friend could have made
was to ask for her ‘help’
doing homework ... and
other critical life tasks.
I can do SO much more
than coordinate outfits
and  hairbands, at which I excel nonetheless!
Adopted June 2011 by Pat & Alicia P., Alameda.
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Gypsy Rose, sassy and active as a foster cat,
took her show on the road and settled quite
happily into her new home last fall. ‘She’s a fierce
little one,’ say her new parents. Anyone who met
Gyspy Rose knows this was meant in the best
possible way. From launching into the bed to
announce her need for breakfast to keeping tabs
on her humans’ every move, she is one ‘tortie’
who knows what she wants and isn’t afraid to
make you get it or do it for her. Things are as
they should be. Adopted November 2011 by
Diego G. & April H., San Francisco.

Not much to say here except that Levi is showing
us how to spend the kind of day we all wish we
could have at so many points in our lives. Adopted
June 2012 by The Lao-Scott Family, Reno, NV.

You talkin’ to me? Chloe (f. Tailor) takes time
out of her busy day with new boyfriend Beep to
show us what a little lady she can be ... if she
wants. Apparently Patches, the feline matriarch,
isn’t buying it yet. “Thank you so much for all the
good work you do at ICRA. I have no doubt that
Chloe wouldn’t be as sweet, lovely, and well
adjusted as she is without the patience and love
you and Selda gave her.”  Adopted October 2011
by Lesley Ann A. & Kayla B., Alameda.

Callie (left) and mom Bootsie enjoying time
together. Both are adjusting well to their family,
even though ‘old soul’ Bootsie is teaching her
people the virtue of patience when it comes to
gaining her complete trust. Thank you for letting
her be herself as she works through this!
Adopted January 2012 by Laura A., San Rafael.

Like any self-respecting cat, Duncan is perfectly
content denying his person use of the sink ... but
he now wonders if he could upgrade to one of
those new ‘throne’ things that fellow alum Clancy
has?? Adopted January 2010 by Angela P-N.

I may be the little here, but I think we BOTH
know who’s running the show now, eh Zen old
boy? Lola (top) has charmed, wrestled and
romped  her way into the heart of her new home
with brothers and ICRA alums Zen and Merlin.
“It was a great decision to adopt her. She has
brought much love to the family.” Adopted
November 2011 by Max L., Menlo Park.

Clancy assumes his new...ehh...throne? THIS
is just the coolest chair EVER!  Sure hope the
people won’t be needing it for anything. Adopted
May 2009 by Will R. & Kirsten L., Berkeley.

Pepper contemplates just how she’s going to
train her new humans to keep the treats coming
now that they’re onto to her ‘Look how I can be a
good kitty and use the scratching post’ scheme.
“Pavlovian kitty,” indeed!  I’ll show them. Adopted
January 2012 by Shelly L. & Heather B., Alameda.




